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FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

■ 100% maintenance-free  – never check fluid levels!

■ Absorbed electrolyte micro-porous glass separators 
eliminate acid spills and terminal corrosion

■ Tightly “packed” construction provides greater resistance 
to shock and vibration

■ Faster recharge than conventional batteries for quick turnaround 

■ Sealed construction provides added protection for sophisticated 
electronic equipment

®

The NGT EXTREME
by CARQUEST offers 
the latest innovation in AGM 
technology by providing not 
only starting power, but added
power for accessories as well.    

NGT EXTREME 
FEATURES:

■ Better Fit – Less Retrofit

■ Maximum Power Output

■ Spillproof – Leakproof

APPLICATIONS
INCLUDE:

■ High-performance 
stereo systems

■ On-board electronics

■ Marine and RV

■ Off-road vehicles

■ Power sports:
motorcycles, 
personal watercraft, 
ATVs and
snowmobiles

■ And many other 
power demanding 
applications
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See for yourself. This advanced AGM design 
completely fills all of the battery’s internal space to…

• OPTIMIZE STARTING POWER
• MAXIMIZE RESERVE CAPACITY

NEXT GENERATION AGM TECHNOLOGY maximizes 
starting and accessory power by optimizing the battery’s use of 
internal space. Regardless of geometric design, batteries depend 
on the weight and formulation of the active materials and the active
service area to increase power capabilities. A battery with voids or 
gaps within its internal structure, similar to that of a Spiral "6-pack"
design, has less available internal volume to fill. (Think of filling a 
box with cylindrical cans. If the contents of the box were flat, there
would be less unused space.) The NGT EXTREME makes 
complete use of active material and surface area with a flat plate 
design. This optimal use of internal space allows for a better fit 
with less retrofit into more applications, while providing plenty of 
power for starting and accessory equipment demands.

The NGT EXTREME excels in any application where a sealed 
AGM battery is an advantage. For example, today’s vehicles are
equipped with powered doors, windows, locks, sunroofs, trunks, 
security systems, electronic guidance systems, seat warmers, 
DVD players and many other features that demand power from your 
battery. Conventional batteries are not designed to handle multiple 
accessory loads like the NGT EXTREME. In addition, the 
NGT EXTREME AGM DESIGN is spillproof and leakproof
providing added protection against expensive vehicle and equipment
damage while delivering dependable starting time and time again.
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